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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a closed operator in a Banach space, and let a closed Jordan 
curve r isolate a finite number of eigenvalues of T (of finite algebraic 
multiplicities) from the rest of the spectrum of T. In order to find the eigen- 
vectors of T corresponding to eigenvalues inside r, it is useful to consider the 
spectral projection P associated with the spectrum of T inside r. If T is 
approximated by a sequence of closed operators T, in a certain sense, then 
for large enough n, there are only finitely many eigenvalues of each T,, inside 
r. Let P, be the spectral projection of T,, associated with these eigenvalues 
so that P, is close enough to P. Let T,, have only one eigenvalue A,, inside r. 
This is always the case if r encloses only one simple eigenvalue of T. Then 
we can use an infinite series expansion for P in terms of P, and the reduced 
resolvent S, (w.r.t. T,, and A,), given by Kato in [5]. By truncating the 
infinite series for P at various stages, we get approximations for P. In case r 
encloses only a simple eigenvalue A of T, an eigenvector of T can be 
obtained by evaluating the series for P at any vector. If, in particular, it is 
evaluated at an eigenvector 4, of T, associated with the simple eigenvalue 
A,,, then the eigenvector P#. is the same as the one obtained by evaluating 
the series for PP, at $, , namely, PP,$,, . Moreover, it is more convenient and 
economical to consider the series for PP, obtained from the series for P. 
In Section 2, we set up the notation. In Section 3, we consider T as a 
perturbation of an operator To by T - To, and give some bounds for the jth 
approximation of PP,, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . This work generalizes some of the 
previous results in [6] for j = 0, 1, and 2. In Section 4, we prove that under 
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the assumption of norm convergence, every approximation of PP, improves 
upon the earlier one, whereas under the assumption of collectively compact 
convergence this improvement is only in steps of 2. In the last section, we 
consider approximations of Pqi, . They are compared with the approx- 
imations of another eigenvector d given by the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series 
14, 71. Under norm convergence, both the eigenvectors P#, and Q are 
approximated in a geometric fashion. On the other hand, if T, converges to 
T in a collectively compact manner, then P#,, and q4 are both approximated 
in a semigeometric fashion [7, 81. This is borne out in the numerical 
experiments involving two integral operators with kernels 
and 
s(l - t), if O<s<t< 1, 
f(l - s), if O<t<s<l 
es’ 3 o<s,t< 1. 
It is observed that in the case of Pqd,, the zeroth and the first approximations 
are of the same order, while the second approximation improves upon them. 
On the other hand, in the case of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger eigenvector $, 
the first approximation is an improvement on the zeroth approximation but 
the second approximation is of the same order as the first. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a complex Banach space and L(X) the algebra of all bounded 
(linear) operators on X. Let To be a closed operator with domain D, c X and 
& be an isolated eigenvalue of T,,, of finite algebraic multiplicity and 
index 1. Let r be a closed Jordan curve enclosing I, but not enclosing any 
other part of the spectrum a(T,) of To. 
For z belonging to the resolvent set p(T,) of To, let R,(z) = (To - zZ) -’ be 
the resolvent of T,,. Then the spectral projection P, and the reduced resolvent 
S, associated with To and A,, are detined as follows: 
P, = - & 1 K,(z) dz, 
r 
s, = pito R,(z)(Z - PO). 
Also, R,(z) has the Laurent series expansion 
&J(z) = f (z -I,)k si+‘, 
k=-1 
where Si = -P,, so that A0 is a pole of R,(z) of order 1. 
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Let T be a closed operator with domain D containing D, and such that 
ty$; r,((To - 9 R,(z)) < 1, 
where ro((To - T) R,(z)) denotes the spectral radius of the bounded operator 
(To - Z’) R,(z). Then r c p(T) and R(z) = (T - zl) ~ ’ can be represented by 
the second Neumann series 
R(z) = R,(z) kto [(To - T)Ro(z)lk, z E I-. 
Consider the spectral projection 
P=-+-yl R(z)dz 
I- 
associated with the spectrum of T inside r. The number of eigenvalues of T 
(counted according to algebraic multiplicities) inside r is equal to the 
algebraic multiplicity of I,. 
Let k > 0 be an integer and let (*) denote the conditions 
p,+...+pk+l=kr 
Pj 2 OY j = l,..., k + 1, 
where p, ,..., pk+ , are integers. 
If, in addition, exactly q of the integers pI ,..., pk+ , are zero, we denote the 
above conditions by (*, q). 
The number nk+, of the ordered (k + 1)tuples (pl ,..., pk+ ,) satisfying (*) 
is the coeffkient of xk in the binomial expansion of (1 - x)-(~+ ‘). Thus, 
n k+, = (2k)!/k! k! . 
It can be immediately seen that the series 
nk+lx 
k 
kz0 
converges for 1 x 1 < f . 
Using the Neumann series of R(z), we have 
(2.1) 
P -PO = - 9 c S;‘(To - T) St’ . . . (To - T) S;“+‘. 
k=l (*, 
(2.2) 
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Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by P,, we have 
PP,-PO=- F c S$‘(T, - T) St’ * * * (To - T) Sjp+*Po 
&=I ( *) 
K- S;‘(T, - T) SC’ -.a (To - T) Sp+’ (2.3) 
(*),P&+l=o 
since SOP,, = 0 and Si = -PO. If & is an eigenvector of To corresponding to 
the eigenvalue A,, then 
(P - POMO) = wo - POMO), 
but the series for (PP, -PO) in (2.3) has less number of terms than the one 
for (P-P,) in (2.2). We shall, therefore, consider the series in (2.3). This 
will facilitate the approximate calculation of P#, and would give better error 
bounds. 
We write 
p(O) = p 0 0, 
p(k) = - 
0 2 S$‘(T, - T) SpO* a.0 (To - T) Sp+‘, k> 1, 
(*).Pk+l=O 
so that 
PP,=P, + F Pa’. 
&=I 
Let the jth approximation of PP, be denoted by 
pj, = 2 pi&', j> 0. 
k=O 
We shall give estimates for (1 PP, - pi, )I in terms of the following quantities: 
co = IlVo - 0 Poll, 
ao = ll(To - r> SOIL 
y. = max~llSoII Eoy aol9 
uo = IISOII EOYO, 
po k = Wo - 7’) S:(To - T) SolI 
ll~oIlk-’ ’ 
k = 1, 2,..., 
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and 
We shall now explain the motivation behind introducing the above quan- 
tities. Let A be a simple eigenvalue of T isolated by a closed Jordan curve IY 
Let T, be a sequence in L(X) converging to T in the norm (]I T, - Tj/ -+ 0) or 
in the collectively compact fashion (T, -+‘.‘. 2). Then, for all large enough n, 
the curve r is contained in the resolvent set of T,, and there is only a simple 
eigenvalue A,, of T, inside ZY Let R,,(z) = (T,, - ~1)~’ for z E p( T,). We have 
uniformly for z E r. Then, for large enough n, we have 
~;a,x r,((Tn - 0 R,(z)) < 1. 
We can, therefore, replace To by T,,, PO by P,, and So by S, in the earlier 
setting. 
In case /] T,, - TI( + 0, we see that lIPnIl and I/S,]/ are bounded (Chatelin 
[2, Lemma 5.191) and hence 
E, = IIV, - T)P,II -0 and a,, = IIV, - T> S, II -+ 0. 
If T, -+=. T, then P, dC.‘. P, (T,, - T) S, -+‘.‘. 0 (Anselone 11, 
Theorem 4.161). Hence E, + 0, while a, is only bounded (Anselone [ 1, 
Proposition 4.21). In this case, an may not tend to zero, but the following 
proposition shows that for any fixed k > 1, 
p, k = IlVn - r) Sk,K - r) Sn 11 --$ o 
lIS”llk-l . 
Note that (l/j] S,]]) < dist@, , a(T,J - {A,,}) < 2 (1 T,,ll, which is bounded. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T,, -+c.c. T and k > 1. Then, for z E p(T), we have 
ll(Tn - T) KWk CT, - ‘I? R&II --t 0, 
and hence 
IIV, - T) Sk,(L - r) S, -+ 0. 
409/101/1-IO 
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ProoJ: T,, +‘.‘. T implies that the set 
{(T,-T)R(z),zEl-,nEN} 
is collectively compact and 
(T, - T)R(z)’ ‘.‘. + 0 for zET 
(Anselone [ 1, Proposition 4.2(2)]). Hence 
II@‘, - T) R(z)~(T, - r) R(z)ll --) 0 for z E r 
(Anselone [ 1, Proposition 1.71). From the second Neumann series of R,(z), 
we have 
R,(z)-R(z)=R(z)(T- T,,)R(z) 
+R(z)(l + (T- T,JR(z)) F [(T- T,)R(z)]‘j. 
Jr, 
Therefore, 
IV, - T> WY’-’ PAZ> - Q)>ll-, 0 for zET and l<j<k. 
Now, 
R”(z)k = &(Z> -R(r) + R(z))k 
= (~,(z)-R(z))R,(z)k-’ +R(z)(R,(z)-R(z))R”(z)k-* 
+ WI2 R(z) -R(z)) R,(z)k-3 + 
+ R(z)k-2 (R”(Z) - R(z))K(z) 
+ R(z)k-’ (R”(Z) -R(z)) + R(z)k. 
Hence it follows that 
IlVn - 7’) Mz>~ V’n - T) Uz)ll -+ 0 
Since S, = limz,,nR,(z)(l - P,), we see that 
IW’, - 7’) SfSTn - 7’) S, II 
for z E r. 
G T:; IN’, - r) %(z)~ (I- P,)(Tn - T) R,(z)V - PJII --) 0. 
This completes the proof. 1 
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3. ESTIMATES FOR I(PP,-- Pjoll 
In this section, we give bounds for the difference between PP, and itsjth 
approximation P’, . We begin with a crucial lemma whose proof is 
combinatorial in character. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k + 1 > q > i > 2 be integers. Let p, ,..., pk+, satisfy 
(*, q). Then 
/I Spo’(To - ZJ $2 * - * (To - T) sp’ll< l[PJ (I&([‘- &;-‘y;-‘+‘. (3.1) 
In particular, if k + 1 > 4i - 3 and pk+, = 0, then 
/I s;qr, - T) SE’ . * * (To - T) SPgk+‘ll < (IP,)) II&II’-’ ~;-‘y:-~u;-~~+~. (3.2) 
AZso, ifk+ 1 > 2q- 1 andp,+,=O, then 
11 S{‘(T, - r) sp *me (To - 7-y) Sp+l(l 
< \/lPOll IIS,(Iq-’ E~-‘a~-2((jg,q)(k-2q+3)‘2, 
’ 1 lIPoIl IIs#-’ &;-‘a;-‘(80,q)(k-2q+2)‘2, 
k + 1 even (3.3) 
k + 1 odd. (3.4) 
ProoJ If pj = 0, then 
wll - T) WI1 = IK~II - T) Poll = co, 
while if pj > 0, then 
Also, if pj = pj+ , = 1, then 
ll(~o-~)~poj~~o-~~~~+‘ll=lII~~o-T)~o1211=80.1. 
Proof of (3.1). Case 1: pl > 0. Since qpis are zero and (k + 1 - q)pis 
are greater than zero and their sum is equal to k, it follows that 
(1 SfJ’(T, - z-) s;z * * * (To - T) S~k+~II < ~~ark,-~ (ISo(ILpj-‘k-q) 
= II so II q .$a~-q 
< llPoll IIs,II’-’ &;-‘y;-‘+‘, (3.5) 
since 1 < lIPoIl, lIS,ll co G y. ad a0 < yo. 
Case 2: pl = 0. Among pz,pj ,..., pk+,, (q- 1) pis are zero and 
(k - q $ 1) are nonzero. Hence 
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This proves (3.1). 
For proving (3.2), assume that k + 1 > 4q - 3 and pk+ , = 0. We shall first 
show that 
IIS{‘(T, - 7,) sg2 *** (T, - q sp+l(l 
II SolI 4 E;a;9-3pyq+3)/2, 
if k + 1 is even, p, > 0 (3.7) 
IISOII 4 Ec7a;4-2p~~;4q+z)/2, 
if k + 1 is odd, ~1 > 0 (3.8) 
G JIP,)I (&)1q-’ &~-1a~q-4p~~;4q+5)‘2, 
if k + 1 is even, p, = 0 (3.9) 
JIpo() JIs,(jq-’ &;:-‘a~q-3p~~;4q+4)‘2, 
if k+ 1 is odd, p, =O. (3.10) 
Let p, > 0 and (k + 1) be even. It follows by the pigeon-hole principle that 
the number of pj’s greater than 1 is at most k - (k + 1 - q) = q - 1. Since 
the number of pj’s equal to zero is q and since pk+, = 0, we see that among 
p, ,...) pk, the maximum number of p,;s not equal to 1 is (q - 1) + (q - 1) = 
2q - 2. 
Consider the pairs (si, pj+ ,), j= 2, 4 ,..., k - 1. Among these (k - I)/2 
pairs, at least 
(k - 1)/2 - (2q - 2) = (k - 4q + 3)/2 
pairs must have both Pi = pi+, = 1. Each such pair contributes one /I,,, and 
each p,i which is zero contributes one E,, . The remaining pj’s excluding p, are 
k-(k-4q+3)-q=3q-3 
in number. Since every such pj contributes a,, IlS,II”j- ‘, they contribute 
(-&y-J II& all together, where the summation is over the above 
(3q - 3) terms. Adding (IS,IJ pi which comes from the first term, we see that 
the exponent of ()S,I( becomes 
k - (k - 4q + 3) - (3q - 3) = q. 
This proves (3.7). 
Now, let p, > 0 and (k + 1) be odd. As in the previous case, the maximum 
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number of pi s among p, ,..., pk + , which are not equal to 1 is (q - 1) + q = 
2q - 1. Also, among the k/2 pairs (pjj, pj+ I), j = 2,4 ,..., k, at least 
k/2 - (2q - 1) = (k - 4q + 2)/2 
pairs must have both pj = pi+, = 1. Since 
k - (k - 4q + 2) - q = 3q - 2, 
it can be seen that (3.8) holds. 
For the case p, = 0 and (k + 1) even, we note that among pz ,..., p,, exactly 
(q - 2) pi’s are zero and each will contribute one E,. The maximum number 
of p;s among p2 ,..., pk which are not equal to 1 is 
(q - 1) + (q - 2) = 2q - 3. 
Also, among the (k - 1)/2 pairs (pj, pj+ 1), j = 2,4 ,..., k - 1, at least 
(k- 1)/2-(2q-3)=(k-4q+5)/2 
pairs have both pj = pj+ , = 1. Since 
k-(k-4q+5)-(q- 1)=3q-4, 
it can be seen again that (3.9) holds. 
The case “p, = 0 and k + 1” odd can be treated similarly. 
Since 1 < lIPoIl, llSOII soa0 G&r, PO,, <6,,, and v”?& <aa,, it follows 
from (3.7~(3.10) that if k + 1 > 4q - 3 and pk+ , = 0, then 
(I S{‘(To - T) spo2 * * * (To - r) Sgk+‘l( 
< )/Poll ))so(y &::-‘a!~9-3~~~;4q+4)‘2. (3.11) 
Also, from (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that in general 
(1 Sp(TO - T) sp 1. * (To - T) S;k+‘(l < ((I’,\( ((So((4-’ E;-‘y;-“+I. (3.12) 
Coming now to the proof of (3.2), let (k + 1) > 4i - 3 and pk+, = 0. 
Case 1: k + 1 <4q - 3. By (3.12), we have 
IIS$yT,-T)sp,z**- (T,-T)s;“+‘JI 
4 lIPoIl 11~,119-1 ~40-1Y~-9+’ 
= Il~oll ~olI’- l &;-l(IISol( Eoyi y;-q+’ 
1 i-l 3i-3 k-4i+4 G lIPoIl l~oIli- co Yo Do 
since II So II e. < yo, a, < y. and (Y~u~)“~ < u. . 
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Case 2: (k + 1) > 4q - 3. By (3.11), we have 
IIspoqTo - q spa* -* (To - T) Sp+‘(( 
< JIP,I( ((soy &;-‘ay38~,y4q+4)‘2 
= lIPoIl IlSoII’- 1 E;-la;i-3(a; I(s,II ,qq-i p;4q+W2 
1 i-l 3i-3 k-4it4 ~llpoll lISoII’- co Yo uo 
since a0 < yo, 6,,, < vi and (oi JJS,(I so) < u,4. 
Proof of (3.3) and (3.4). Let k + 1 > 2q - 1 and pk+ i = 0. Assume first 
that k + 1 is even. 
Case 1: pi > 0. Consider the (k - I)/2 pairs (pi, pj+ ,),j = 2, 4 ,..., k - 1. 
Since among p2 ,..., pk exactly (q - 1) pis are zero, at least (k - 1)/2 - 
(q- l)=(k-2 q + 1)/2 pairs will have both Pi and pjt, greater than zero. 
In such a case, 
/((To - T) sy(r, - T) sv+‘(l = ll(T, - T) SF(T, - 7,) s,s~+‘-‘/l 
~l/~ollp’-‘Po,pjIl~oll~~+‘-‘. 
Since PI ,..., pkt 1 satisfy (*, q), it follows that pj < q forj = I,..., k + 1. Hence 
Il(T, - T) Sp(T, - r> Sp+‘II 6 IISo(IPj+Pj+~-2Bo,q. 
In the remaining (q - 1) pairs, (q - 1) pis are zero and (q - 1) pis are 
greater than zero; if pj = 0, then 
Il(~o - r) WI = II SolI co II so llPj- ’
and if pj > 0, then 
IIVO - T) WI < a0 II so IP- I. 
Hence we have 
since 1 < lIPoIl and II SolI cOaO <b,,. 
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Case 2: p1 = 0. Among the (k - I)/2 pairs (pj, pi+ 1), j = 2,4 ,..., k - 1, 
since exactly (q - 2) pi’s are zero, at least (k - 1)/2 - (q - 2) = 
(k - 2q + 3)/2 pairs will have both pj and pj+ L greater than zero. Since 
(1 S”,lll = l(PO(I, we obtain 
This proves (3.3). 
In a similar manner, (3.4) can be proved. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. If v0 ( {, then for any positive integer i > 2, we have 
II 2 c S{‘(To - )sp,* **(To - T)sp <Mil(PO(I IJso li’-’ &; ‘y,, k=i (*,q),q>i. /I 
Pk+l=o 
where Mi is a constant depending on i only. 
ProoJ By using (3.1), (3.2) and the seies CFZo nk+lxk introduced in 
(2.1), it can be seen that 
II ,“- J‘ kri C*,q).9>i, S;l(T, - T) St= ..a (To - T) Sik+’ II 
PN’O 
4i-4 
</(PO/( I/S,II’-’ ~6~’ C n,+,yt-‘+I + yiim3 ? 
L 
k-4it4 
nk+lUO 
k=i k=4i-3 I 
G”iIIPOll IIsOIIi-’ &b-‘YO 
since v. < a and since the infinite power series is dominated by a series 
obtained by repeated ifferentiation of the series CrZo nk+ ,vt. 1 
Now we prove the main result of this section which gives estimates for 
11 PP, - Pjol\, j = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Letp > 1 be afied integer. Let (yo)“* (u~)“~ < 4 and 
(So,,)“’ < 4. Then for m = 0, l,..., p - 1, we have 
IlpP0 -P~“lI = ~(IIPoII IISOII CO max{(uo)m9 (do,m+l)m})3 (3.13) 
IIPP, -Ptm+‘ll = O(IlP,Il lIS,ll COY0 max{(uo)m, (do,m+,)ml). (3.14) 
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Proof Recall that 
PP,- P,= g Pp 
k=l 
=- 5 c S~‘(T,-T)S~‘...(T,-T)S~+’ 
k=l (*),~k+,=o 
= u, say. 
The sum u can be decomposed into the sum u, over the pis satisfying (*, I), 
plus the sum o2 over the pis satisfying (*, 2), etc. Thus, for q > 1, 
uq=- 5 2 S$‘(T,-T’)S;z... (To-T)S;k+‘. 
k=q (*.q),pk+,=O 
We have 
u1 = - S;‘(T, - T) Si2 a.. (To - T) SF+’ 
k=l (t,lLpk+,=O 
= + S,[(T, - T) SOlk--l (To - T) PO. 
k:l 
The Icth term of the above series is of the order of 
Thus, 
(3.15) 
since & < G < 4 < 1. 
On putting i = 2 in Lemma 3.2, it follows that 
= -? II r S$‘(T,-T)S;‘... (To-T)ST+’ k: (*,q%, II 
pk+l=O 
GM2 lIPoIl IISOII EOYOT (3.16) 
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where M, is a constant. Thus, 
Therefore, 
lIPP,-Poll = Iloll = owoll IISOII &oh 
(3.17) 
This proves (3.13) for n? = 0. 
Next, for j > 2, we have 
As in (3.15), we see that for j > 2, 
/I 
j-l uI- x -i- L Lq’(T, - r) sp. .* (To - T) Sp+’ k=l (*,‘7),Pk+l=O I/ 
= II 
j-l 
u1 - -s S,[(T, - q Salk-l (To - T) s; 
k:l II 
= 5 So[(To-T)So]k-l (To-T)P, II k=j II 
= O(ll SolI ~oGao,,Y 1)‘2)* (3.18) 
Fix q such that 2 < q < j - 1. We shall now give estimates for 
j-l 
II%- 2 z S{l(T, - z-) sp * * * 
k=q (*,q),Pk+l=o 
Case l:j+ 1 <2q- 1. We have 
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I/ 
j-l 
oc7- c c 
S$‘(To - T) S$’ * * * (To - T) sp+1 
k=q (*,q),Pk+l=O II 
=F 2 
II 
Sfp(T, - T) s;’ * * * (To - r) sp+1 
k=j (*,‘?),Pk+l=@ II 
[ 
4q-4 
< llPoll I(s01(~-‘&~-’ --? nk+,$‘+’ + yp-3 c 
kej 
$++:-4q+4 ) 
k>4q-4 1 
(by (3.1) and (3.2) with i = q) 
(3.19) 
where Mj,q is a constant depending on j and q only. 
Case 2: j + 1 > 2q - 1. Let j be odd. By (3.3) and (3.4), 
II 
? T 
k=j (*,&,%+1=0 
S+j’(T, - T) * * * (To - T) Sgk+’ 
II 
< ll~oll Ilsollq-’ G-W 
x nj+ ,(a, q)(j-*q+3)/2 
[ 
+a() 1 nk+ I(~o,q)(k-2q+2)‘2 
k=j+ 1 1 < R!ij,, IIP lJ )/S,J/“-’ &~ ‘a~-*(60,q)‘j-2q+3)‘2 
(since da,,, < a) 
< Mj.q lIpOIl llsOIl E0(60,q)(j-1)‘2 
(since llSoII ~,a, Q 60,q). (3.20) 
If j is even, in a similar manner, we obtain 
II -? T k% (*,q)z+l=O S$‘(T, - T) SgOz ... (To - T) SF+’ II 
<Mj,q [IPOll IISOl(4-’ E~~‘a~~1(6~,q)~j~2q+2~‘2 
< Mj,q lIpOIl uO(60,q)(j-2)‘2. (3.21) 
Thus, we see from (3.19)-(3.21) that for any q satisfying 2 <q <j - 1, we 
have 
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II 
j-l 
U,-- c T 
k=q (+,&+l=O 
S$‘(T, - T) sg* - *. (To - T) SF+’ 
I/ 
i 
Mj,q lIpOIl llsOll 80uh’-1)‘2~ 
if j+1<24-1 
~ Mj,q II pO II II sO II EO(BO,q)(j- ‘)‘*y 
‘1 
1, 
if j+1>2q-l,(j+l)even 
Mj.q lIpOIl uO(80,q)(j-2)‘2~ 
if j+ 1 > 2q- 1, (j+ 1) odd. 
Let m = l,..., p - 1. If j = 2m + 1 (so that j + 1 is even), then 
I/W, - Ppy = IIPP, - P’o-‘(I 
153 
s;qr, - 7.) sp * - - (To - T) S;k+’ 
k=q (*.q).Pk+I=O Ill 
j-l 
uq-C x S+p(T, - T) s;z . . * (To - T) Sfp' 
k=q (*,q),pk+l=O Ill 
III 
+ 20,. 
II II q=.i 
By (3.18), (3.20), (3.19) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
IIPPO -C”II = 0(11~0II ~OCBO,lY + II~OII Il~oIl~o@O.m+lY 
+ IPoll ll~oll EO(UO)m + lIPoIl IISOII &o@oYY 
= OWoll llSoll e. maWo)m9 (~o,m+l>mI)~ 
This proves (3.13). 
Similarly, it can be proved that for m = l,..., p - 1, 
IIPP, -f$m+lll = OWoll llSoll &o~o maxi(u (~o,m+JmI)9 
by using (3.18), (3.21), (3.19) and Lemma 3.2, and noting that u. = 
IISOII &oYo. I 
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Remark 3.4. In case y,, = max{ll S,,(I sO, a,} is small, we see from (3.13) 
and (3.14) that the (2m + 1)th approximation Pim+’ of PP, is better than the 
2mth approximation Pi”, m = 0, l,..., p - 1. However, if y0 is not small but 
u. and do,, are small, then the approximations Pi”’ and Pi”‘+’ are of the 
same order, while the (2m + 2)th approximation (m = O,..., p - 2) is better 
than these two because 6,,,+, ( 80,m+2. 
4. NORM AND COLLECTIVELY COMPACT CONVERGENCES 
Throughout this section, we assume that 1 is a simple isolated eigenvalue 
of T. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 11 T, - TII -+ 0 as n + co. There exists no such that for 
every fuced n > no, pi, converges to PP, as j --+ 00 in a geometric fashion. In 
fact, 
I(PPn-Pj,ll=O($‘), j>O. (4.1) 
Proof. II T,, - TII + 0 implies that yn = max( II S, 11 E,, a,} + 0. Since 
p, k = II@“, - T) S:V’n - 7’) Sn ll 
IISnllk-’ < IW, - 7’) S,J2 < rk 
we see that 
for all k. Choose no such that yn < d for all n > no. Then for n > no, 
(r,)“’ (u,,)“~ < yn < 4 and (6,,,)“’ < yn < a for all k. Thus, the assumptions 
in Proposition (3.3) are satisfied for all p > 1, if To is replaced by T,, with 
n > no. Then (4.1) follows from (3.13) and (3.14). 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T,, +‘.‘. T. Let p > 1 be a fixed integer. There exists 
no such that for every fixed n > no, and for m = O,..., p - 1, we have 
IW, -pZ”II = 0(llp,II IlfLIl E, m404Jm~ @n,m+I)mI>~ 
IIR -pim+lll = 0(llp,II lIS,II w, maxWJm9 @n,m+JV~ 
(4.2) 
Thus, pj, approximates PP, in a semigeometric fashion for j = O,..., 2p - 1. 
ProoJ: It follows from Proposition 2.1 that if T,, +c.C. T, then a,,, -+ 0. 
Also, T,, +‘.‘. T implies that Y,, is bounded and u, = IIS, (1 a,~,, + 0. Choose 
no such that for all n > no, we have (yJ”* (u,)“~ < d and (Bn,p)1’2 <4. The 
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proof of the theorem then follows from Proposition 3.3 with T,, replaced by 
T,,, n&n,. 1 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that if T,, converges to T in the norm, then 
every approximation p’, of PP, improves upon the earlier approximation 
pi-‘, whereas if T, converges to T in the collectively compact fashion, then 
this improvement is obtained only in steps of 2. The proofs of these theorems 
depend only on the facts that under norm convergence y, -+ 0, while under 
collectively compact convergence U, -+ 0 and a,,, -+ 0 for any fixed p. Hence 
we obtain the following general results. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a closed operator with domain D and T,, a 
sequence of closed operators whose domains contain D and T,,x -+ TX for all 
x E D. Let A be a simple isolated eigenvalue of T. 
(4 If 
IltTn - T) R tz)ll -+ 0 (4.3) 
for z E p(T), then for a fixed large enough n, the sequence Pj, converges (as 
j-+ co) to PP, in a geometric manner. 
(b) rf 
IV’, - T) RWk (Tn - i-1 R(z)ll -+ 0 (4.4) 
for z E p(T), 1 Q k < p, then for a fixed large enough n, P’, approximates 
PP, in a semigeometric manner for j = O,..., 2p - 1. 
Proof (a) If [[(T,, - 7’)R(z)l( -+ 0, then P,,+c.C. P (Chetelin [2, 
Proposition 5.23]), so that E, = ll(T, - r) P,ll -+ 0. From the second 
Neumann series of R,(z) it follows that ll(T, - T)R,(z)ll + 0, z E T. Hence 
a, = IN’, - T> S, II G y’,“,” IW’, - T) R,(z)tZ - PA -+ 0. 
Thus, Y,, = max{llS,,II E,,a,/ + 0. Now, the result follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
(b) It can be seen from the proof of Proposition 2.1 that if (4.4) holds, 
then 6,,, -+O as n-+ oo. Now 
IltTn - T) W)tTn - Z-7 R(z)11 -, 0 
implies that E, = Il(T,, - 7’) P,II + 0 (Chatelin [3, Lemma 51) and a,, = 
ll(T,, - T) S,II is bounded. Th us, u, + 0. The desired result then follows as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2. 1 
Remark 4.4. Condition (4.3) in Theorem 4.3(a) is satisfied in the case 
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of neighbouring approximation and in the case of approximation by a 
holomorphic family of type (A) (Chatelin and Lemordant [3, 
Theorem 2bis]). 
Remark 4.5. Condition (4.4) in Theorem 4.3(b) corresponding to the 
case p = 1, i.e., 
was considered in [3] under the name strong convergence, and estimates 
similar to 
IIPP” - p, II = WA 
were obtained (Chatelin and Lemordant [3, (5.3) and (5.4)]). In [6], the next 
( i.e., second) approximation of PP, was considered and an error bound 
similar to 
was obtained (Kulkarni and Limaye [6, (4.7)]). 
Also, note that if T,R(z) +‘*‘. TR(z) for z E p(T), then condition (4.4) in 
Theorem 4.4(b) is satisfied for all p (just as in the case of T,, jc.‘. T). 
5. APPROXIMATION OF EIGENVECTORS,NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Let T,, +c.C. T, and 0, be an eigenvector of T, associated with 1,. Then 
P#, = PP,qdn = P,#, + c Pjlk’$b, = #, t c PP’#, 
k=l k=l 
is an eigenvector of T associated with 1 whenever it is not zero. 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that under the assumption of the collectively 
compact convergence, P:“#,, and Pi” ‘Iti,, are approximations of P#, of the 
same order, whereas Pf,mt2#,, improves upon both of them. 
Now we consider another eigenvector of T corresponding to A, given by 
the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series 
and 
k=O k=O 
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where 1:’ = A,, 4:’ = #,,, and for k = 1, 2 ,..., 
Consider the jth approximation of 4: 
f$ = 6 @, 
,& 
j = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
It can be proved that pi’s approximate # is a semigeometric fashion [7, 81. 
For two integral operators we compute the zeroth, the first, and the second 
approximations of P#, and 4. The numerical results show a shift in the 
successive approximations of P$, as against those of 4. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. X= C( [0, 11). T is an integral operator with kernel 
s(l - t), if s < t, 
$1 - s), if t < s. 
T is approximated by Nystrom’s method Tt [4]. The approximate 
i 
TABLE I 
n=20 
(4 
llo4l- ednIl 
1 5.5 x 10-4 1.2 x 1om4 1.2 x lo-” 
2 2.2 x 10-3 2.8 x 10-J 1.8 x 1O-4 
3 5.1 x 10-j 6.3 x 10-l 8.6 x 1O-4 
4 9.2 x 10-j 1.1 x 10-z 2.5 x lo-” 
1 1.5 x to-’ 9.4 x 1om6 3.5 x 1om6 
2 6.3 x lo-’ 1.5 x 10-4 
3 1.5 x 1o-2 7.9 x 1o-4 2.3 x 1O-4 
4 2.6 x lo-’ 2.5 x 10-3 
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TABLE II 
i= 1 
(4 
n Ilo4 - J%ul IPh - a4Ill II~!k - aul 
4 3.4 x lo-’ 3.4 x 10-j 2.7 x 1O-5 
8 6.1 x 10-4 6.0 x 1O-4 9.8 x lo-’ 
12 2.4 x lo-“ 2.4 x 1O-4 1.6 x lo-’ 
n II4 - 4:Il II4 - ,,:I1 lM-~:ll 
4 4.9 x 10-3 2.4 x IO-’ 3.3 x 10-5 
8 9.5 x 10-4 2.0 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-s 
12 3.9 x 10-4 1.8 x 1O-5 1.7 x 1o-5 
quadrature formula is the Gauss formula with two points. Tf+‘.‘. T 
(Chatelin [4, Theorem 21). T is replaced by Tyo,. i is the index of the eigen- 
value, i.e., the case i = 1 corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, the case i = 2 
corresponds to the second largest eigenvalue, etc. Computations in 
Table I(a) are done by us in double precision on DEC-System 10. 
Computations in Table I(b) are taken for the sake of comparison from 
Chatelin [4, Table 41 and Redont [8, Table 121. 
EXAMPLE 
Divide (0, 1 
5.2. X= C([O, 11). T is an integral operator with kernel 
St e , o<s,t< 1. 
] into n - 1 subintervals by tj = i/(n - l), j = 0, l,..., n - 1. Let 
II, be the linear interpolatory projection. T is approximated by Galerkin’s 
method, e = z,, Tn,. c +‘.‘. T (Chatelin [4, Theorem 11). We replace T 
by 7’$. Computations are performed in double precision on DEC-System 10 
and are tabulated in Tables II. 
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